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John Hutnyk

Prof. John Hutnyk studied and taught in Australia at Deakin and Melbourne Universities; and in the UK
in Manchester University’s Institute for Creative and Cultural Research; before moving to Goldsmiths
in 1998, and becoming Academic Director of the Centre for Cultural Studies in 2004-2014. He has held
visiting professor posts in Germany, Japan, Turkey, Australia and is now a researcher in the Faculty of
Social Sciences and Humanities, Ton Duc Thang University, in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. His most
recent books are “Pantomime. Terror: Music and Politics” (2014 Zero) and "Global South Asia on
Screen" (2018 Bloomsbury).
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Lucy Virgen

Ms. Lucy Virgen - a journalist, film critic and programmer, has written for several dailies - Reforma,
Público - and magazines - Luvina and the Brazilian magazine Cinemais- among others and works
extensively in radio. Founding editor The Thinking Eye, specialized online magazine. After being Artis-
tic Director of the Guadalajara Film Festival, she worked with Ventana Sur-Argentina. In the last five
years she has worked with Production Funds such as ProImagenes Colombia; Fondo Fauno, Costa
Rica; Latin American Crossing Borders- Spain and Mendoza Film Lab, Argentina.

Panos Kotzathanasis

Mr. Panos Kotzathanasis is a film critic and reviewer specialising in Asian Cinema. He is the owner
and administrator of Asian Movie Pulse, one of the biggest portals dealing with Asian Cinema. He is a
frequent writer in Hancinema, Taste of Cinema, and his texts can also be found in a number of other
publications including SIRP in Estonia, Film.sk in Slovakia, Asian Dialogue in the UK, Cinefil in Japan
and Filmbuff in India. Since 2019, he cooperates with Thessaloniki Cinematheque in Greece, curating
various tributes to Asian cinema. He has also participated in video recording on a number of Asian
movie releases.
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Insaf Ouhiba

Prof. Insaf Ouhiba is a researcher in film and audiovisual studies and film programmer. She taught at
the Higher Institute of Documentation of Tunis (ISD) and in the Cairo University’s Economics and
Politics Department (FESP). Currently, she is teaching at the University of La Sorbonne Nouvelle-
Paris 3. Her primary research areas are women's cinema, censorship and cinematographic heritage.
She has numerous publications. Ouhiba coordinates many panels about cinema and was a jury member
of several film festivals. She is currently head of short fiction and student competition at Carthage Film
Festival.
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Kristína Aschenbrennerová

Ms. Kristína Aschenbrennerová is a festival programmer for Art Film Fest Košice (since 2010) and
Slovak Queer Film Festival (since 2017) with a very soft spot for the Far East cinemas. In this capacity,
she writes for Asian Movie Pulse or Kino Ikon. In July 2020, she accepted the offer from the film
residency & mentorship program Pop Up Film Residency and became its program manager. Further-
more and no less importantly, she is a member of the National Cinematographic Centre of the Slovak
Film Institute team responsible for the promotion of Slovak cinema and event coordination.

Sharofat Arabova

Dr. Sharofat Arabova, a filmmaker and a film scholar based in Dushanbe, Tajikistan. She graduated in
Cultural Studies from Russian-Tajik (Slavic) University (2006) and in Film Direction from the Film and
Television Institute of India in Pune (2013). She holds a Ph.D. and conducts research on the history of
Tajik cinema. She is a member of Filmmakers’ Union of Tajikistan and the Network for the Promotion
of Asia Pacific Cinema (NETPAC). Currently she works as a film director at the State Tojikfilm
Institution.
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8th Day of the Week
India / English / 2021 / 00:40:39
Sovan Tarafder

25 years back, Shubhashis Gangopadhyay, an actor-play-
wright-director went on to form Blind Opera, the first blind
theatre group in India. This film has followed those visually
challenged actors through different phases of practicing
theatre. It also captures a few scenes of Rabindranath
Tagore's play 'Raktakarabi' (Red Oleander), being staged
by those blind performers.

All is Well
India / Hindi / 2021 / 00:22:00
Barnali Ray Shukla

A world that belongs to the 'Well of Death' - a high adrena-
line gig which has riders on bikes and cars, seen in melas
or traveling fairs. They ride in death defying circles inside
the massive pit, designed like a well, much like the lives
they lead.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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An Open Letter to our Forgotten
Ancestors
India / Bengali, English, Hindi / 2020 / 00:50:00
Suranjay

In search of our prehistoric roots, a group of archaeolo-
gists from both Bangladesh and India conducted an explo-
ration at Lalmai hills in Feb 2020. This is an attempt to
documenting that journey.

Are You Going to School Today?
India / Hindi / 2019 / 00:58:47
Anupama Srinivasan

A 10 year-old girl, Anjali, living in a village in Rajastha, likes
going to school and dreams of joining a hostel in a distant
town. For a child living in a village, what could school mean?
Conversely, what does not going to school mean especially
for girls? The film takes us to rural government schools in
the district of Dungarpur with a predominant population of
indigenous communities.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Breaking the Silence
India / Assamese / 2020 / 00:28:15
Parthajit Baruah

Struggle of the first women musical group, formed in a
small town- Nagaon in 1979. This documentary reveals
how women in a conventional Assamese society fight to
raise their voice.

Dancing with Nature
India / English, Hindi / 2020 / 00:23:14
Malay Dasgupta

The Seraikella Chhau is unique in many ways, not the least
of which is the eschewing of vocal accompaniment and
the complete covering of the face with the mask. Mask is
the essence of this exhilarating dance; it is the magic of
this art. The film is a tribute to the master mask-maker,
Kanhaiyalal Maharana.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Decoding Shankar
India / Hindi, English / 2018 / 00:40:00
Deepti Pillay Sivan

A personality sketch on Shankar Mahadevan focusing on
how he balances his career as a singer, music composer,
teacher, family man and even his passion for cooking. The
film brings out decisive moments that shaped his life and
musical sensibilities, in his own inimitable storytelling nar-
rative style.

Dhak-The Drum of Bengal
India / English / 2020 / 00:34:40
Dhananjoy Mandal

The "dhak" is a folk instrument. The film explores the his-
tory of dhak, the socio-economic positions of the players
and problems in their lives. Women dhak players are also
there. The conclusion includes possible hope for the future
generations.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Holy Rights
India / Urdu / 2020 / 00:53:00
Farha Khatun

Safia, a woman from Bhopal, believes that because of the
patriarchal mindset of the interpreters, Muslim women are
denied equality and justice in the community. The film docu-
ments Safia's journey and struggles to raise their voice for
changing the status quo of the women and take control of
their own lives.

I Pravir The Adivasi God
India / English, Hindi, Other / 2020 / 00:24:02
Vivek Kumar

The documentary explores the legacy of the erstwhile king
of Bastar Shri Pravir Chandra Bhanjdeo, his relevance to
the local people and how his memory substitutes the hope-
lessness of the people.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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I Rise
India / Other / 2020 / 00:52:00
Borun Thokchom

Born in a poor family, Laishram Sarita Devi, a woman Pu-
gilist, spared no effort to become a celebrated sports star
of International fame. She came to limelight as the first
Indian professional woman boxer. This is the story of con-
flict between a mother and a change maker.

Kalmilata O Kanchdanar Golpo
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:39:17
Santanu Saha

Artist Subodh Dasgupta created innumerable cover designs,
illustrations for newspapers, periodicals, stories, and nov-
els published by many leading publishers of Bengal. This
documentary reveals many of his phenomenal illustrations,
headpieces, book covers, cartoons, and paintings.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Karbala Memoirs
India / Bengali / 2019 / 00:40:00
Sourav Sarangi

Millions from all over the world join a peaceful march to
Karbala to pay tribute to the martyrdom of Hussain, the
grandson of Prophet Muhammad, killed in a war that took
place a millennium back. From a different perspective, a
filmmaker from India traces the journey in the desert car-
rying a childhood memory.

Lakshman-Rekha
(The Lines that Lakshman Drew)
India / English, Hindi / 2020 / 00:60:00
Nandan Saxena, Kavita Bahl

The film is an intimate, cinematic window into how Laxman
Singh, a school dropout, galvanised a drought-hit village into
a voluntary force that changed the destiny of 58 villages in
the Great Indian Desert in India.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Pandemic Perceptions
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:26:20
Atanu Ghosh

A set of urban people residing in different parts of the world
record their experience and perspective of dealing with the
pandemic. Their viewpoints confirm or contradict varied
faces of human crisis and depict tales of endurance and
struggle dealing with anxiety, pain and loss.

Person with Desires
India / English / 2019 / 00:27:17
Swati Chakraborty

A personal narration about understanding of sexuality and
self-realization of sexual identity of a young man with se-
vere disability and deformity with Dopamine Responsive
Dystonia.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Sarala Virala
India / English, Hindi, Kannada / 2018 / 00:50:41
Ere Gowda

L. Narayana Reddy is an octogenarian organic farmer,
imparting knowledge on environment-friendly agriculture
gained from decades of practice to people from all walks
of life. Narayana Reddy's farming methods, the knowledge
he shares and the lifestyle he leads is a stark contrast to
the problem-laden modern farmers.

Sohrai
India / Hindi / 2021 / 00:19:59
Meghnath, Biju Toppo

It is a film about celebrating the festival of Sohrai in the
month of Kartik (Oct-Nov) by the Santhals- the biggest
Adivasi community of Jharkhand. Santhals pay high re-
gards to nature and ancestors. Man and women sing, dance
and pray during this three days Sohari festival because God
has send cattle to assist them in agriculture.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Sunita...Caring of Phantom
India / Marathi / 2020 / 00:21:35
Digvijay Sulochana Yadaorao

Story of a brave lady who follows her father's legacy by
doing fearless work in a cemetery without any expecta-
tions.

The Flowers and The Gemstones
India / Tamil / 2019 / 00:25:00
Sriram Raja

Skanda Puranam tells the story of Kanyakumari who was
to marry Lord Shiva. When he failed to show up,
Kanyakumari threw the flowers and gemstones she wore
for the wedding into the sea which is said to have coloured
the shore sharing her name. The coast is blessed with flow-
ers and gemstones ever since.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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The Last Run
India / Bengali / 2019 / 00:37:00
Anirban Dutta

Postal Runners run from one place to another carrying mail
bags. With improvements in modes of communication, the
runner's profession has become almost redundant. Kalipada,
belonging to the indigenous Mura community is one of the
last surviving runners and lives in a small town in Purulia,
West Bengal.

The Man Who Could be King
India / English, Hindi / 2020 / 00:37:49
Nitin Sukhija

The story of Mohammed Khan Kacho, who proclaims him-
self as a descendant of a 2000-year-old dynasty, ruled over
a region in Central Asia called Baltistan. The story of Kacho
is intertwined with the history of India, presenting the story
of the Balti people who overnight woke up in a different
country, created by the acts of war.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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The Museum Man
India / Bengali / 2019 / 00:55:12
Sabyasachi Banerji

Amaresh Mitra is not only a conventional ornithologist. His
endurance, perseverance and passion helped him collect-
ing eggs of more than 100 bird species, 220 kinds of paddy
seeds, a huge varieties of rocks and fossils, coins and postal
stamps.

The Oasis
India / English / 2019 / 00:19:24
Anirban Chakraborty

Dhananjoy Chakraborty has two cars-a yellow taxi and a
cartoon car. He has converted the cars into moving gar-
dens full of grass and plants. The roofs of the cars are
covered with velvety green grass and there are many plants
at the back of the seat.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–DOCUMENTARY
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Under the Longphuru Sky
India / Other / 2019 / 00:38:34
Kivini Shohe

The Longphuru people of Mimi village live on the Indo-
Burma border. Anchored through stories of migration, they
continue to seek the spirit of the forest and ancestral wis-
dom to sustain their self-sufficient lifestyle and worldviews.
Their relationship with the land runs deep; ecology is wo-
ven into tradition. They continue with their age old prac-
tices of farming and bat hunting rituals.
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A Silent Warble
India / Hindi / 2019 / 00:13:52
Debanjan Majhi

A narrative of a blind foley artist who roams around the
world heritage city of Ahmedabad, collecting sounds in his
unique recorder. The film is heavily sound designed with
ASMR technology, and is a metaphorical reflection of what
natural sounds we are missing out in the chaos and ca-
cophony of a city.

An Open Sky
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:14:30
Surbhi Dewan

Jeevika, a young student, has recently moved to a new city
to pursue photography. Soon, she finds herself confined to
her small apartment due to the Covid-19 outbreak. In her
isolation, she has recurring dreams that bring back forgot-
ten memories.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Animal
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:32:43
Dibya Debasish

Bhaskar, who wishes to be a photographer has a tensed
relationship with his father who wants him to do a regular
job and have a stable life. They must resolve their conflict
or else the frustration might separate them forever.

Apple Tree
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:07:27
Zinia Sen, Aritra Mukherjee

A man gets connected with his younger brother through
voice messages on Whatsapp in times of the global pan-
demic. Can they iron out their differences and come close
again or does fate have something else in store?

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Bless This Home
Sri Lanka / No Dialogue / 2018 / 00:10:38
Randi Pavithra Kaluarachchi

A typical 'father comes home' scenario turns in to a playful
gun fight reminiscing old  Western movies. As the battle
between the mother and father becomes severe the chil-
dren are caught in the imaginary cross fire and eventually
taken for ransom.

Checkmate
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:33:00
Sidharth Saxena

It is now or never for Kavita and Nandan. For five de-
cades, they have lived in Delhi. Now, they feel choked and
want to escape. They discover that it is easier said than
done. They have to wade through a maze of emotions and
yet will they be able to escape?

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Coda
India / English / 2020 / 00:11:05
Sudipto Acharyya

A British born music teacher is torn between his duties for
family and his love for students. As he is forced to make a
choice he relives the faces of his students, the path that
leads to the school and the poetry that surrounds him.

Companions
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:17:13
Sanjeeb Mitra

Two friends, out on a long trip, get stranded on a highway
when their car breaks down. They spent the night in a di-
lapidated mansion where they met an old guard and his
mysterious master - the king of the royal palace.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Dal Bhat
India / Gujarati, Hindi / 2021 / 00:32:18
Nemil Shah

Based in a small village in Kutch, India; 10-year-old Mukti
wishes to swim in the newly filled lake, after a drought
spanning for years. A seemingly simple wish turns to an
unexpected discovery, which causes him to question him-
self, the stigma around it, and his wish to swim in the lake.

Faltu Lok (The Duffer)
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:29:56
Antara Banerjee

Babu, a taxi driver suddenly comes to know that his un-
married daughter is pregnant. He tries either to escape the
darkness woven by this truth or to hunt for a settlement.
But is the escape route available? Or does the darkness
swallow him like a black hole?

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Far-away (Safar)
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:32:12
Nidhi Taneja

An unplanned road trip creates an opportunity for a teen-
age girl to mend fences with her estranged father. But she
finds it difficult due to the presence of her much younger
half-brother. Will the wounds ever heal?

Gajra
India / Hindi / 2021 / 00:19:00
Vineet Sharma

Gajra' is an unconventional metaphor that bridges the two
world's- the aristocrat- Mr. Agarwal and his humble
chauffer- Ramakant, which displays a sublime outcome of
a peculiarly 'humane' experience they both share on one
fine day, thereby enriching Mr.Agarwal's life vis-a-vis
Ramakant.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Hotel Raahgir
India / English, Hindi, Malayalam / 2020 / 00:40:00
Ektara Collective

After a cultural event in town the participants are relaxing,
catching up and hanging out at a canteen near the railway
station. On different tables, we meet different people; some
between arguments, others meeting and parting and a few
introductions.

Hunter's Moon
India / Bengali, English / 2021 / 00:07:04
Ranjan Palit

Hunters moon is a pandemic fairytale, an illusion between
reality and fantasy. A pendulum between what could be
and what is.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Ichchepuron
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:20:00
Sayani Chakraborty

Have you ever dreamt of something special, at the cost of
somebody else's materialistic disposal? Did you ever con-
nect with the little emotions of the kids from your neighbor-
hood? The film depicts the story to make you realize how
emotions are larger than life, how small wishes become
more important and satisfying than this materialistic world.

Imaginary Homes
India / Panjabi / 2020 / 00:18:00
Priya Naresh

An old woman with her incoherent past and a young maid
build an imaginary home together.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Kajol Mashi
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:12:42
Nandita Roy

An emotional journey of a migrant labour's mother, who
works in Mumbai and gets stuck due to lockdown. When
the word comfort is getting redefined and the family envi-
rons are changing, many domestic helps, who are serving
others without any complaints, are shedding tears silently,
awaiting the return of their loved ones.

Maans
India / Hindi, Rajasthani  / 2020 / 00:29:58
Prakash Ghai

Violence against women inside the family compels a mother-
in-law to become a rebellion for protecting her newly mar-
ried daughter-in-law.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Me Too, A Musical
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:14:30
Swapan Chakravarthy

A reputed film director disappears after asking for divorce.
His wife is intent on saving their marriage. The outcome of
hunting for "the other woman" exposes his philandering
habits. Will she try to save the marriage?

Meera
India / Hindi / 2018 / 00:16:20
Prakha Thakkar

Meera is the story of Anam and Meera, two star-crossed
girls. The story chronicles the journey of Anam and Meera
from being a mere acquaintance to friends to more than
friends.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Migratory
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:07:07
Amitabha Chatterji

A short film about love and loneliness.

Mother
Bangladesh / Bengali / 2020 / 00:02:00
Anondo Khaled

A naughty child does not want to study. His mother works
as a gardener in a roof top garden. She tells the teacher to
teach her because she knows the  child will follow her and
will start to study.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Naap
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:17:59
Harshit Acharya

Sharmaji is a tailor and lives a content life with his daughter
Sakshi in their small yet satisfactory world. An unpleasant
incident at his shop threatens to ruffle their lives forever.

Okiagari
India / Bengali, English / 2020 / 00:21:40
Samik Roy Choudhury

Daichi Dutta, an average man in his late 30s, practices
law. He looks back to his own past whenever there's a
case of divorce and separation. A 14th-century paper mash
toy called Okiagari Kobosbi was his favorite. It's called a
self-righting doll. Daichi took it as his life philosophy.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Paap (Sin)
India / Assamese / 2020 / 00:16:17
Simanta Phukan

A tale which depicts a society which has been systemati-
cally stripped of values by the onslaught of industrialization
and mechanization. Paap epitomizes the meaningless race
of humanity towards modernization and globalisation which
has robbed us of our basic humane values and ethics.

Paarhi (Voyage of Survival)
India / Bengali, English / 2021 / 00:39:53
Piyali Shome

A couple desperately want their own child. A single mother
raised her son with love and care but he can not face the
world due his sexual orientation. A stuborn doctor is strict
in her principles while treating a juvenile criminal who is
pregnant and suicidal. The voyage of survival begins and
ends up in mixing up all emotional circles.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Porichoy (The Identity)
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:14:28
Promita Bhowmik

College batchmates Anuradha, now a housewife, and
Shreya, now a sex worker, meet after a long gap, and try to
explore each others' lives to understand what 'self identity'
could possibly mean for a woman in today's perspective.

Prashna (Question)
India / Marathi / 2020 / 00:23:30
Santosh Ram

Ganga and her husband Rajkumar work as seasonal sugar
cutting labourers on contract basis. They have to migrate
from place to place for the work with their 10 years old son
Ganesh. Ganga overcomes the problem of Ganesh's edu-
cation as well as finds a way of acquiring knowledge for
her own.
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Smoking Blocks...
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:24:27
Mrinmoy Nandi

Set in the backdrop of lockdown this film captures a Bengali
middle class family coping up with the new situation. A
middle aged couple with two grown up children revisit their
family relations and enjoy spending quality family time to-
gether.

Sneakers
India / Assamese / 2020 / 00:09:59
Ronal Hussain

A boatman who makes a living by ferrying people, is ap-
proached by a gang of militants to take them to the jungles
on the far shore, where they can execute a kidnapped pris-
oner. Midway through the journey, the boatman gets to know
that the prisoner is a committed social worker who has
helped the local community in many ways.
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The Falling Fruit. The Frozen Time
India / No Dialogue / 2021 / 00:12:12
Jay Kholia

In 1969, Mani Kaul made his debut feature film 'Uski Roti'
which brought in radically fresher environment in Indian
cinema. He drew aspects of Indian (both Buddhist and
Hindu) philosophical texts.

The Scapegoat
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:25:14
Tathagata Ghosh

A young woman of a village in Bengal decides to stand up
against the patriarchy and hate politics which threatened to
destroy her way of life.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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Veena and Ukulele
India / English / 2020 / 00:18:51
Unni Vijayan

One young girl is trying to step out in her shorts despite her
mother's disapproval. In an adjacent apartment, another
young girl, wearing the demure outfit is learning to play the
Veena. A little later, at some other place, both the young
girls are in the company of their friends, playing different
instruments, wearing what they feel easy in.

Veyil Vizhave
India / Malayalam / 2020 / 00:26:30
Shanoob Karuvath

A lonely man in his 70s finding a new meaning to his life
after meeting a young bubbly home nurse, who comes to
take care of him. The film is a journey through these two
characters.
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Visitors
India / English, Hindi / 2020 / 00:13:10
Navnita Sen

A 10-year-old boy wakes up to find himself alone in his
house, during the Pandemic. His mother, who had left for
work early morning, is unable to return, due to a curfew-
like lockdown in the city. An encounter with some unusual
visitors, who drop by unexpectedly, change the course of
his day.

Vote For
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:08:18
Anuradha Kunda

A presiding officer goes to a remote village on election
duty and meets the homeless people who keep on migrat-
ing from school kitchen to stable. A child whom he takes to
be a thief, surprisingly turns out to be a benevolent soul.
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When the Earth Sang a Song
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:14:06
Teenaa Kaur

Rekhi lives in a remote village of Rajasthan and does
storytelling with a box of mythological paintings called
"Kaavad".  His pupil Jhangid is learning this art from him.
The peaceful life of Rekhi gets disturbed when the village
headman starts forcing him to sell his land, as a resort will
be built in the village.

White Flakes
India / Marathi / 2020 / 00:17:53
Himanshu Singh

Vithu (7) who loves his grandmother develops a liking for
the taste for an Indian delicacy - white flakes. The kid's
hunt for a taste that he grew fond of accidentally, comes to
an end with a new turn.  The journey of the kid leads to a
lesson only to be taught by life, the real truth of it and an-
other meaning of the same taste eventually.
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Xogun (Vulture)
India / Assamese / 2020 / 00:16:00
Utpal Borpujari

A group of journalists arrive at a remote village to collect
information about the disturbance. They are in a hurry to
return before sundown. They meet a group of local kids
and their two worlds collide.

4th  SASFF 2021 : COMPETITION–SHORT FICTION
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A Day in the Armenian Church
Bangladesh / Bengali / 2019 / 00:20:20
Mehzad Ghalib

A whole day in the Armenian church which is still standing
quietly in the darkness and light as an example of the once
non-communal, metropolitan Dhaka, constantly reminds the
existence of the multicultural nature of the city.

An Advocate of The Oasis
India / Bengali, English / 2019 / 00:11:21
Jyotirmay Deb

Story of the green mission of an advocate who is planting
trees to make the city clean and fresh by creating a safe
abode for wildlife. He has created a patch of green in an
unused land in Kolkata.

4th  SASFF 2021 : PANORAMA–DOCUMENTARY
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Bamboo Ballads
India / Malayalam / 2020 / 00:29:49
Sajeed Naduthody

Story of a school student, Naina Febin, who is using music
to conserve her favourite plant, bamboo. She plants bam-
boo saplings in every available space, distributes it to the
residents in her neighbourhood. She is writing a book on
bamboo. She has formed a bamboo music band that uses
only instruments made of bamboo.

Muddy Footsteps Along River Kopai
India / Bengali / 2019 / 00:26:37
Mainak Ghosh, Santanu Ghosh

A documentary about a river where the river has been
metaphorized as a woman and reflects the hazards and
exploitation caused by the greed of the humans. The film is
based on a walking journey of 110 km from the river's source
to confluence.
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My Red Carpet
India / Malayalam / 2020 / 00:25:50
Dr. Janet J

An ordinary home maker woman, a film enthusiast, goes to
a film festival in the capital city first time from her village in
Kerala where she observes different types of people from
different parts of world and participates in different events
of the festival.

Paika Bidroha
India / Odia / 2020 / 00:27:32
Nichay Rout & Anuj Tyagi

The East India Company conquered Odisha in 1803 and
dethroned the king of Khurda, Raja Mukunda Deva. In
1804, the Raja planned a rebellion against the British in
alliance with the Paikas but failed. In March 1817, a 400-
strong party of Kandhas revolted against the company's
rule.
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Tebhaga-The Sanguineous Harvest
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:22:45
Swarnayu Maitra

On the verge of independence, India witnessed many as-
sociative freedom movements among which 'Tebhaga' is a
citable one. In protest of the exploitation of the landlords
and British Government, peasants of Dinajpur in Bengal
and other places sacrificed their lives and honor for salva-
tion of right.

The Forgotten Melody
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:38:16
Nandini Chakraborti

Story of a legendary Indian classical singer Bidushi Krishna
Ganguly Dasgupta, a disciple of Ustad Amir khan. She also
got training from other Gurus like Pandit Tarapada
Chakrabarty and Pandit Abhaypada Bandyopadhaya from
varied gharanas. This helped her to become a versatile
singer to perform Khayals, Tappas, Thumris, Bhajans et al.
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What's Your Story ?
India / English / 2021 / 00:50:47
O P Srivastava

The film explores the ecosystem of independent cinema in
India. Indie films are broadly defined as the low-budget
films, which are made by filmmakers independently with-
out the support of established studios or the production
houses.
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A Day Off
India / Hindi / 2021 / 00:12:36
Vikrant Mahalle

Story of human relationships between different strata of
the society, an impression of our own experiences and in-
terpretations told through a narrative where a lady is inter-
acting with her housemaid!

A Gloomy Sunday
Bangladesh / Bengali / 2019 / 00:04:06
Md. Sohanuzzaman

Plabon remembering his friend talked about failing an exam
and his wish to being an artist instead and the broken dream.
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Abandonment
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:15:00
Sagnik Dutta Gupta

A needy man picks up a wallet full of money. To his sur-
prise, the owner asks him to keep the purse as he won't be
needing it. It is revealed that he intends to commit suicide.
It's up to the poor, to convince him to change his mind.

Altar
India / English / 2021 / 00:36:12
Ritwik Sinha

A military officer gets severely wounded in an ongoing war,
sees a young girl, who seems to be the last survivor in the
village. He takes refuge in her dilapidated house and with
his presence kept secret, starts depending on her to sur-
vive. The four days he spends there turn out to be a life-
changing experience for him.
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Being a Mother
India / Bengali / 2019 / 00:28:54
Abhijit Roy

In our society many mothers do not get support from their
male partners to upbring their children. In many cases the
children also go through lots of pain. The film narrates such
a story of two mothers and their children.

Chhaddonam (Pen Name)
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:06:10
Dhritisree HZBRL

Story of two women who thrive to fulfil their passion. One
of them is a victim of Bangladesh liberation war and the
other woman's background is set in today's India.
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Ephialtes
India / No Dialogue / 2020 / 00:01:19
Sumartya Mullick

A boy was watching a movie and then suddenly something
unusually started to happen. Is it real or it is just a bad
dream.

Eva
India / Malayalam / 2020 / 00:16:32
Sohan Lal

Eva is a rookie traffic cop of Kerala. One day she was
assigned to duty on a desolated road in the outskirts of the
city as a minister's convoy was scheduled to pass by. As
she waited alone for hours, she felt the need to answer the
nature's call. Women working outdoors in Kerala still do
not have sufficient public toilets for their use.
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Happily Ever After
India / Bengali, Hindi / 2020 / 00:39:58
Arambhik Ghosh

Shreya is a neurotic patient and has an intimacy problem.
Her husband Gaurav has several affairs and wants to di-
vorce his wife. Gaurav's mother believes that a grandson
may solve all problems. A nurse Payel is appointed to take
care of Shreya, who brings back the joy in Shreya's miser-
able life.

He Used to Bring Me Apples
India / Assamese / 2020 / 00:26:40
Mehdi Jahan

A deadly epidemic claimed several lives in a remote vil-
lage. There have been attempts to get hold of the lands for
setting up factories. But the villagers resist under the lead-
ership of a woman in her late 50s who herself is suffering
from a disease and lives in a state of mind where her memo-
ries and dreams are as real as her present.
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Hues of Life
India / Assamese / 2020 / 00:10:00
Ghanashyam Kalita

The film captures the  day and night of a nuclear middle
class family when the health care worker mother of the
children has only limited telephonic contact with the family.
Constrained by pandemic the father switches the role with
his wife.

In a Phylanthropic Nation
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:06:48
Chandrajit Dey

A boy loves the daughter of his neighbour. One day while
reading a book he becomes drowsy and reaches to a new
land of philanthropic country through dream where people
speak in rhyme.
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Like A Midnight Dream
India / Malayalam / 2020 / 00:37:18
Sharan Venugopal

Sudha, an entrepreneur and a mother finds her world turned
upside down when a doctor suspects that she might have
cancer. Her worries deepen even further when she acci-
dentally finds a nude video of her daughter hidden in the
latter's laptop.

Mono No Aware
India / English, Hindi / 2021 / 00:19:45
Koushik Sarkar

Poorna, a 10-year-old girl wakes up to her routine morning
and a looming sense of loss. As the day progresses she
visits an old age home. A day spent in 'Mono no Aware' a
Buddhist word for 'watching the passing', she discovers
the quietly tragic, bittersweet circus of life.
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Mubarak Returns to Jaffna
Sri Lanka / Tamil / 2019 / 00:07:02
Ashfaque Mohamed

The film is about loss of home, and at the same time, about
hope for a future.

Panthougi Liklam
(Footprints of the Father)
India / Manipuri / 2021 / 00:06:56
Rakesh Moirangthem

A heart-rending depiction on a martyr's patriotism by a
woman who mourned the loss of her husband during a war.
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Party Blues
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:11:00
Amit Dutt

After returning from a party, two life-long friends reflect
on life and relationships.

Pilbhit
India / Hindi / 2020 / 00:23:10
Ashutosh Chaturvedi, Pankaj Mavchi

Siraj, a righteous, impoverished flute maker, resides at the
edge of the forests of Pilibhit, where man eating tigers
thrive. His mounting livelihood pressures and tragedies cor-
ner him to take a drastic measure that threatens to tear
down his values and a loved one.
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Portrait
India / English / 2020 / 00:09:55
Rohith Chandrasekhar

She was broken, she lost hope, till she starts getting her
beautiful portrait images at her doorstep. A street photog-
rapher interested in her life moments follows her in various
places and clicks her portraits candidly.

Radha
India / No Dialogue / 2020 / 00:17:42
Bimal Poddar

An emotional journey of two distinct characters that have
grown apart over time but are trying to get their connection
back. It is a story of a romance between two people, who
share an invisible bond. The story revolves around Radha,
an elderly lady who nurtured a young boy and loves him
with all her heart.
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Saakshatkaaram
India / Malayalam / 2020 / 00:14:30
Sudesh Balan

Our world, the only known place where life exists, is a tiny
speck in this vast universe. When we realize that, this is
the only family we have, all the differences like bound-
aries, religions, colours and languages that divide us, vanish
and we attain Saakshatkaaram, the realisation.

Secrets
India / English / 2020 / 00:08:38
Souradeep Datta

We're trained by the society to bury secrets within us, when
it is not rooted in our instincts to keep them like this.
Therefore, it brings the inevitable struggle and conflict. Our
persistent trials of escapism only lead to more silent
sufferings.
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Still Light
India / Hindi / 2021 / 00:03:07
Aparna Sharma

An experimental short made of photographic stills. The film
explores the relation of light to perception.

The Holy Immersion
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:15:30
Neeladri Banerjee

Conflicted by a job offer brought by his friend , the pro-
tagonist goes to Kolkata with hesitation. But the situation
gets worsened by the lockdown and he becomes stubborn
to return to his beloved belonging - the 'Cycle Ratan'.
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The Right Thing
India / Bengali / 2021 / 00:18:05
Abhishek Bhattacharyya, Indrashish Lahiri

Akash returns home from his post-grad institute and is dis-
turbed by the recent sexual harassment scandal that rocked
his campus. Tanima, his ex-girlfriend has brought an accu-
sation against a professor and since then Akash's life has
never been the same.

The Tree
India / No Dialogue / 2020 / 00:17:34
Somnath Ghosal

This film explores the deep natural relationship between
humans and trees. The protagonist, who is a tree lover and
so attached that he talks and plays music to the trees. The
fact that humans have become careless about nature, frus-
trates this man to the deepest level. He starts identifying
himself as a tree and one day he becomes one.
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The Virgin Prison
India / No Dialogue / 2020 / 00:08:54
Arijit Dey

Story of a virgin girl carrying the beauty and innocence of
the nature in herself. During her journey of womanhood
she felt that the place for a woman in this world is like a
prison.
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Under A Dark Sky
Sri Lanka / Sinhala / 2020 / 00:12:44
Rahula Jayasekara

For human beings, sexuality is an essential basic human
need, along with food, clothing and shelter. But in Sri Lanka,
most people are compelled to disregard the comfort of sexual
pleasure as a result of social and economical impasses.
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Urmimala
India / Bengali / 2020 / 00:21:48
Indranil Banerjee

Main content of an author's composition is to portray the
stories of the abstract, unreal, illusory and desultory world
that exists beyond our imagination and understanding. A
lady comes towards the author and introduces herself. What
happened then?
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